
Tenneo LMS v8.1 launching soon

Tenneo  LMS v8.0 was an overwhelming success as organizations from various industries have improved their 
learning outcomes by enhancing the learning experience, employee engagement & performance. To take this 

a notch higher, we are developing v8.1, a better, faster, smarter version of Tenneo LMS. 

After the Path Breaking Success of v8.0, we’re Introducing v8.1. Intelligent. Connected. Performance-driven.

Organizations can enhance their sales & customer service training outcomes with a 
pathbreaking video assessment platform that evaluates a video for its pitch, tonality, key 
phrases & body language using our proprietary AI evaluation engine. The LMS will also be 
integrated with Iorad, a digital adoption platform, for creating systems training content 
directly from within the LMS. v8.1 also offers an industry-specific pre-packaged content 
library to help you commence & streamline your digital learning journey. These features will 
be in line with our commitment to making our customers go live within 8 weeks.

1. User Adoption Made Even More Easy, Simple & Effective

Our all-new revamped mobile app is in sync with the latest design paradigms in UI/UX 
which will offer your learners a better, intuitive & user-friendly interface. The redesigned 
landing pages with additional widgets & functionalities will prove vital in grabbing user 
attention, streamlining the learning process & developing a sense of ownership among users.

2.   User Experience Made Even More User-centric

v8.1 comes with improved and strengthened system security. The added layer of security 
is achieved by adding Code obfuscation for the application source code, Binary make use of 
banned API(s), malloc function, Random function(s), and Anti-malware scan on uploaded 
files. You can also control all the settings and configurations during deployments from the 
central admin utility control page. This will help you reduce errors and improve training 
efficiency. 

3.   Training Made Even More Secure

To enhance the connected learning experience, v8.1 will support integration with two more 
external content sites – Go1 and MicroLearn. This integration will enable admins to import 
content and assign to learners for more targeted learning. v8.1 will also be integrated with 
Google Workplace and allow booking Google Calendar along with Outlook Calendar for 
classroom trainings.

4.   Integration Made Even More Seamless


